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The Oscars 2019: Change is in the Air…Maybe?
By MARLEE BERGER

To be frank, I prepared a rip roaring, sick burn filled editorial about the Oscars ready to sizzle off of the front
page of a school newspaper with, let’s face it, a rather select readership. Seriously, I had my red pen out and
everything. But the more I studied the befuddling train wreck of a midlife crisis of a botched extreme home
makeover that is the 91st Academy Awards, the more my stony critical heart softened at the sight of the Oscars’
late onset senioritis.
Okay hear me out. The Academy Awards was celebrating its 91st year, but struggled with the rapidly
changing entertainment industry in our Internet Age. Faced with clinging to the past—nominating niche, artsy
films, catering to industry legends, honoring traditions which are now almost a century old—or appeasing the
very vocal internet masses and digital entertainment which appear to be the future, the Academy chose…well,
neither. It nominated a handful of small indie films and a variety of critically lukewarm box office smashes for
Best Picture. It removed live broadcasting of the Best Cinematography, Best Editing, Best Hairstyling and
Makeup, and Best Live Action Short awards—only to replace it after backlash from filmmakers. It added the
Best Popular Picture category—only to scrap it after Twitter exploded with rage. It chose comedian Kevin Hart
as host—only to fire him once the controversy of a host-less show was better than the controversy of Kevin
Hart’s past tweets. It trimmed down the performances of Best Original Song nominees—only to reinstate them.
It replaced Oscar winning presenters with the Avengers. It nominated a Netflix film for Best Picture. It livestreamed the torturously long ceremony. It tried really hard to fit in with both the artsy kids and the popular kids
and instead ended up the (91 year-old) kid sitting alone at lunch. Mostly, it proved not all press is good press.
The Academy certainly came off as indecisive and incompetent for all of their sudden changes and reversals
this year, but ultimately, I somewhat pity the producers. Yes, the Oscars profits from viewership, is absolutely
self-aggrandizing, never quite lands its jokes, can be torturously long, is woefully un-diverse…but, like the rest
of the entertainment industry—and the world—it’s experiencing some major growing pains. The Oscars is
trapped between a safe past with rigid traditions that are slowly disappearing and a future of YouTube stars, 24
hour news, Twitter mania, streaming wars, and content overload. That’s quite the transition, and as someone in
the purgatory of a major life transition, I can attest that sometimes everything seems like a catastrophe. Who
knows if any of these major changes will amount to success, or if any of the thousands of hours of hard work
will pay off, or if the future will solve any problems of the past, but change will not stop simply because we ask
it to politely. There will be messes, and awkward phases, and stupid mistakes, and lots of no-good-very-bad
ideas. But Academy (and seniors, if any of you are still reading this), the core of it all, what it’s always been
about and always will be about, is celebrating the people and things that are most beautiful and meaningful
along the way, whether or not anyone else does. Hopefully, despite all other changes, that tradition will endure.

The 2019 Best Picture
nominees are quite the
mismatched bunch. There
are three biopics (with
dubious accuracy), a
classic remake, two
offbeat comedies, a
black & white Netflix film,
and a superhero movie.
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YouTube Rewind: How Bad Was It
By JOEY O’BRIEN

Yes, YouTube Rewind definitely should have included PewDiePie. Yes,
it had a lot of mistakes. But the real problem with Youtube Rewind was the
underlying tone. Ultimately, YouTube Rewind should spend more time trying to be funny and entertaining rather than talking about representation
and equality.
In my opinion, PewDiePie should be in every YouTube Rewind until he
no longer has the most subscribers on YouTube. He is the King of
YouTube and deserves a place in every YouTube Rewind, at least until TSeries beats his subscriber count. Moreover, the battle between these two
huge channels was a major part of this year in YouTube and should have
been mentioned in YouTube Rewind. YouTube also tried so hard to avoid
controversial people and did not even include popular creators like Trisha
Paytas, Jeffree Star, and Shane Dawson. For context, Shane Dawson made
an extremely popular series on Jake Paul that got over 120 million views.
Other big events in the YouTube world were the multimillion-dollar
fights between Jake Paul & Deji Olatunji and between Logan Paul & KSI.
Both of these huge events should have been mentioned in the Rewind. It
makes sense that YouTube does want to include Tana Mongeau after the
recent controversy with her failed convention. Will Smith being in Youtube
Rewind was also a big mistake.
Sophomore Tyler Gelman said, “Will Smith being in Youtube Rewind
shows Youtube’s preference of mainstream celebrities rather than the creators on Youtube.” As of January 10, the video holds the YouTube record
for most disliked video at 15 million dislikes. I think YouTube Rewind was
clearly not the best, but not horrible.

Sonia Singh

The Holidays
Faculty Advisor:
Dr. Jamie Lincow

By SONIA SINGH

The holidays are a time when family comes together and shares wonderful experiences and creates happy memories. The holidays can also be a
time when friends get together to spend some time with each other and
have a blast. The holidays mean something different to each individual person and impact who we are as people. For me, the holidays mean spending
a lot of time with my family: playing games, watching movies, eating a lot
of delectable treats, laughing until we can’t breathe, cooking, singing,
dancing, and smiling. The holidays for me represent a great time to unwind
and have fun with important people in my life. Sleeping in just a little later
and waking up with a smile on my face. The smell of hot chocolate and
home cooked meals, making my taste buds tingle. That’s what the holidays
mean to me, so what do they mean to you?
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Québécois Culture
By SYDNEY McQUIGGAN

In November 2018, Lower Moreland High School’s
French students were fortunate enough to have the opportunity to go to Canada. While there, the students
were surrounded by Canadian culture, experiencing
typical Canadian foods like Poutine. Although Canadian culture has developed into something of its own,
the French roots remain evident, as many Canadians
speak French and macarons are easy to find at local
bakeries. During the trip, students went to a Cabane à
Sucre, or Sugar Shack. The Sugar Shack the students
visited is one of many in Canada, which all provide
meals based around maple syrup and fun group activities. The layout of the shack allows for meals to be

enjoyed Thanksgiving-style. While some of the foods
were normal, such as roasted vegetables and ham, students were encouraged to try all of the food with maple syrup! There was also a small stage at the front of
the restaurant where a local musician performed a variety of songs on his violin throughout the meal. Students were encouraged to join in and took part in the
fun by dancing and playing the spoons as accompaniment. At the end of the meal, students went outside
and made their own maple taffies in the snow. The
night was truly an immersive look at French-Canadian
culture.

Left: Students on stage playing the
spoons alongside a Canadian
musician playing the violin.
Right: Students preparing to make
maple taffies in a trough of snow

Boats are Unnatural: Absurd Thoughts
By CORNELIA GERSTEIN

The other day I sat in my bathtub, and, having nothing better to do, began to contemplate the function of
vessels. Essentially, we created them to contain nonsolids, water, to be more specific as it has always been
of great value to us.
We clean ourselves with it, cook with it, build with
it, drink it…water is essential in all aspects of our society and survival. But, there remains one type of vessel
that we created specifically to not contain water: boats.
Is it not odd that boats cannot, under any circumstances, be filled with water? A bathtub is basically a reversed boat, and it follows all the natural rules of vessels that we have established in our society: you fill a
vessel up with water so that you can store the water
and do something with it. But boats float on water.

How unnatural is that? A vessel swims on top of the
substance that it should contain? Science tells me that
that makes perfect sense, but it just seems wrong to
me. It’s like putting a bowl into a huge pot of soup
with the intention of transporting croutons from one
side of the other. Everyone would argue that that is
weird. How is it different with humans? Do people see
boats as normal because they transport humans or
things humans need? Isn’t that just selfish? The bathroom had become unbearably steamy by the time I
came to this conclusion. Struggling to breathe, I
drained the bathtub water, put on a robe, and walked
out. Only one point from my mental exploration made
sense: something is wrong with boats.
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Mr. Pastorak and the Asian Cultures Club
By LAUREN ERLICHMAN

How It All Began…
Senior orchestra member, Rachel Yeung, would
come down to Mr. Pastorak’s room during her
lunchtime with a group of her friends that all happened
to be Asian. Mr. P always referred to them as “the
crew” or “the gang”. Eventually, they began calling
themselves the “Asian Club”—a name which stuck
after the first 2-3 weeks. Because of this, Rachel asked
if she and her friends could re-institute the Asian Cultures Club at the high school, with Mr. P as their new
sponsor. They believed that he was a good representation of Asian culture in the school and would serve as
the perfect fit that the club needed. After school approval, Rachel made the flyers, and the word was out!
At the first meeting, there were about 55 students interested—and not all were Asian. The newly formed
club made the students feel like they had a connection
and a place to explore their culture and background.

The Club and Its Offerings:
Mr. P describes the club as very student-run, which
he considers an asset to the club environment. Asian
Cultures Club hosts meetings every Friday after school
in Room 121. All of the ideas for meetings come from
the club members, but the President, VP, Secretary,
and Treasurer create the lesson plans each week. For
one of the meetings, the club hosted a potluck. During
this meeting, students brought food from their region
of Asia and Mr. P says, “it was really interesting to try
food from other cultures.” Other students suggested a
language-based class for some of the meetings, so Mr.
P taught the students some words in basic Japanese.
He hopes to teach some Korean and maybe Vietnam-

ese before the club’s trip to Chinatown, which Mr. P
believes will be fun and super important for the students. He took a trip there when he was younger and
thinks that it further connected him to his culture and
background and that the students deserve to have the
same experience.
Why Mr. P Enjoys Sponsoring the Club:
Throughout life, Mr. P always had a general interest in Asian cultures, and he thinks that it is important
to embrace diverse cultural backgrounds. He enjoys
the fact that students have a safe space where their culture is accepted and discussed. A unique part of the
club is that students can connect with each other
through their similar backgrounds and learn more
about their own culture and their peers’. As a high
school student, Mr. P took Chinese 1 and 2 to explore
beyond his Vietnamese background. After discovering
more about the Chinese language and culture, he
“really clicked with it.” Along with Chinese, Mr. P
wanted to be able to speak with his family back at
home and learned how to speak Vietnamese outside of
school as well. He has also found that the Japanese
language sparked his interest and is teaching himself
to speak that language. With an ample Korean student
population in the building, Mr. P is also trying to learn
the basics of Korean to even further connect with his
students. To Mr. P, this club is special because he was
adopted and didn’t have an Asian cultural connection
when he was younger. He thinks it’s really interesting
to be able to see what life would have been like if he
was a part of an Asian immigrant family.
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Mrs. Maxwell and the Students Against Melanoma Club
By LAUREN ERLICHMAN

.

How It All Began…
Mrs. Maxwell owns a bakery on the Jersey shore
and in May she noticed that her borough installed sunscreen dispensers for the public to use. She was super
pleased with this new idea, as Mrs. Maxwell is a skin
cancer survivor and knows many others that have been
affected. Mrs. Maxwell turned her thoughts towards
purchasing these dispensers for our school so that students could be protected from the sun. She contacted
Richard David Kann Foundation to gather more information on implementing the dispensers in our school.
Mrs. Maxwell says, “We were lucky with the help of
the director and my efforts to be matched with a donor
to assist with covering the costs for [three] portable
sunscreen dispensers for our students in the district.”
Thankfully, we now have these dispensers available to
the students in Lower Moreland School District. One
is located at the high school near the athletic training
room/fitness center, and another at Murray Avenue
School near the track. Mrs. Maxwell says that, “We
are using the third for our newly organized Students
Against Melanoma Club (SAM Club).”
The Club and Its Offerings:
The LMHS Students Against Melanoma Club (also
called SAM Club) meets monthly and has completed a
lot in a short amount of time. Back in October, club
members attended the school’s Food Truck Festival to
provide information on sun safety and hand kids sunsafety coloring pages. In November, the club was fea-

tured on Bob Kelly’s “Fox 29 Kelly’s Classroom,” and
was able to show off the new sunscreen dispensers
granted to our school. Mrs. Maxwell says, “In January,
we purchased a Skin Scope Analyzer that can show
variations and changes to skin by viewing through a
skin viewer” which can provide useful information to
students in the school. In addition, the club has partnered with Island Sun Tanning in Huntingdon Valley
to offer students a discounted spray tan for the Winter
Ball. The club thinks that it is important for students to
be aware that spray tanning is a much safer option
than tanning beds or booths that emit harmful UVA
and UVB rays. In the future, the club is planning to
host a fundraiser and attend the Phillies Melanoma
Awareness day hosted by Mike Schmidt in May.

Why Mrs. Maxwell Enjoys Sponsoring the Club:
Mrs. Maxwell says, “I have been incredibly lucky
to have an incredible group of students join this year
to kick off the first year of the club with a lot of ideas
and energy. They are helpful, thoughtful and motivated to make change.” Mrs. Maxwell is aware of the
high rate of skin cancer among Americans today and
wanted to educate and encourage students and staff to
implement sun safety in the district with the sunscreen
dispensers. Practicing sun safety at a young age is important and beneficial because it can save people from
obtaining skin cancer at a later age. She believes that
the best way to help spread the word about sun safety
was to create the SAM club.
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El Limon: A World of Flavors
By ALEXA MORLEY

Diners enjoying their meal on a packed Winter night at El Limon.
There are many different Mexican restaurants in
our area (On the Border, Baja Fresh, Las Margaritas
and even Taco Bell!), but my favorite is a littleknown place in Ambler, PA called El Limon. This
authentic, Mexican taqueria is located 14 miles away
at 38 E. Butler Avenue. Allow me to take you inside
and show you why it’s muy delicioso.
Located in a former hardware store, El Limon’s
owners decided to turn from tools to tortillas. When
families walk into the restaurant, they can immediately smell the authenticity of the food. The servers are
native Spanish speakers from Mexico and Central
America. Inside, there are two televisions and a large
fiesta banner.
When the servers ask for my drink order, I usually
ask for a Mexican coke because it is sweeter than the
one you’ll find in America. For adults, the meal
comes with two free margaritas.
For appetizers, my family and I always order chips
with fresh-made guacamole and salsa. The chips are
very crispy, and the guacamole is made with ripe avo-

cados. The salsa is made with finely chopped garden
tomatoes. For our main course, my mother and I order
their grilled vegetable quesadillas, featuring melted
cheese, diced carrots, mushrooms, and zucchini. The
quesadillas are served with cool sour cream, and a
little lettuce and tomato salad. My grandmother enjoys El Limon’s grilled shrimp quesadillas. The
shrimp are cooked with spicy seasoning and mixed
with cheese and rice. My father often orders a tinga
(spicy chicken) burrito with El Limon’s signature
mole sauce. Mole sauce is a mixture of chocolate,
chiles, spices, peanuts, and peanut oil. If you or someone in your family is allergic to these ingredients or
not a fan of mole, the restaurant has other sauces as
well.
For desserts, El Limon offers tasty Mexican offerings including churros, flan, and tres leches. This is a
sweet way to top off your meal. Overall, El Limon’s
Mexican authenticity and amazing food is why this
place gets a 10/10 from me.
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Ricardo’s Mediterranean Restaurant
By ALEXA MORLEY

.

The cozy interior of Ricardo’s Brick Oven Pizza Café set up for the night.
Want a local restaurant where the food is excellent? If so, Ricardo’s is the place for you. It is located
next to the Blue Salon at 20 Fetters Mill Square in
Huntingdon Valley. This Mediterranean eatery serves
Italian, Portuguese, and other European dishes.
At the restaurant, located in one of the oldest
“pike” houses in our area, families feel as if they’re
stepping back in time. The rustic bistro is a vintage,
brick, two-story house. During the spring and summer
seasons, the restaurant provides outdoor seating on its
patio. The establishment is family oriented, with
friendly servers from Portugal and South America.
The owner, Maria, makes sure that she comes out of
the kitchen to greet her customers, who she treats like
family.
Whenever I visit Ricardo’s, I order linguine with
alfredo sauce. The pasta is always freshly made and
you can tell the cooks took their time to make it delicious. The presentation on the plate is elegant. My

family enjoys many of their dishes including spaghetti and meatballs, Cajun chicken ranch salad, and
cheesesteaks.
Spaghetti is served with all-beef meatballs simmered in a red, tomato sauce. The Cajun chicken
ranch salad is a mix of spicy chicken, romaine lettuce,
black olives, diced carrots, cucumbers, and cool ranch
dressing. The spaghetti and salad are both served with
warm rolls. The cheesesteaks are filled with cheesy,
gooey-goodness. Add diced tomatoes, raw lettuce,
grilled onions, and their freshly baked rolls and you
have an amazing Huntingdon Valley sandwich.
For deserts, Riccardo’s serves freshly brewed espresso with mini Italian cookies. They also feature a
mouthwatering tray of various cakes and pies. I’m
sure you’ll find something you will enjoy. So the next
time you crave a nice Mediterranean meal, make sure
to stop by and give your taste buds a little taste of Italy.
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Graduation Requirements to Change
By MANAV SINGH

The 2019-2020 Program of Studies was released in
early February and included multiple changes from
previous years. It was the second Program of Studies
to include the American government requirement,
which can be fulfilled by taking either AP U.S. Government and Politics or U.S. Government and Civics
(formerly Political Science).
U.S. Government and Civics teacher, Mr. Richmond, believes, “Something as important as civics
should be taught to every single citizen. It shouldn’t
be left for people to figure out on their own.”
However, the requirement was met with unrest after its announcement last year as students were unsure
whether the requirement would apply to them and
how they could meet the requirement before graduation. The American government requirement replaced
the previous Social Studies graduation requirement,
which required students to take an economics course
prior to graduation or take a Social Studies class in
both junior and senior year.
To clarify, the American government requirement
will apply to students in the Class of 2022 and beyond. Levels for the civics course have yet to be determined. The civics courses will also prepare students for the state-mandated civics test, though the
decision to require civics was made before the state
test was announced.
On the state level, Pennsylvania House Bill 564,
which was signed into law on June 8 of last year,
mandates school districts to administer a single American government test, starting in the 2020-2021 school
year, to students between seventh and 12th grade.
School districts will be able to create their own test or
use the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) test, a 100 question civics test that is freely
available on the USCIS website. The USCIS test is

Can you identify the roles of
some of LM’s newest faculty
members?

used during naturalization interviews for residents of
the United States. Interviewees are asked up to ten
questions from the test, and need to answer at least six
correctly to pass. H.B. 564 does not require students
to pass the test to graduate, but students who attain a
perfect score on the test will receive a certificate of
recognition from the state.
State lawmakers also decided that graduation
should not be determined entirely by performance on
standardized tests (the Keystone exams). Another
piece of legislation that affects students’ graduation
requirements is Senate Bill 1095 (same as Act 158 of
2018), which was signed into law on October 24 of
last year. The bill makes Keystone exams, which will
become part of a state graduation requirement in the
2021-2022 school year, less relevant and allows students to demonstrate their abilities in other ways.
Since the state graduation requirement begins in 2022,
members of the Classes of 2019, 2020, and 2021 are
only subject to local graduation requirements, though
Lower Moreland does require students to take the
Keystone exams to graduate. Under S.B. 1095, students will be able to prove their readiness through alternative assessments or present other pieces of evidence showing postsecondary readiness, rather than
being completely reliant on the Keystone exams for
graduation.
A final change to the Program of Studies was the
addition of college and career readiness standards
mandated under Chapter 339. The school will provide
opportunities for students to submit eight pieces of
evidence meeting Career Education and Work standards created by the PA Department of Education during high school. Whether it be in Lower Moreland or
at the state level, changes are being made to better
prepare students for the future.

A. Ms. Adrienne Curry

E. Ms. Danielle McBride

B. Mr. Robert Dominick

F. Mr. Sean Pastorak

C. Mr. Robert Fitzpatrick

G. Mr. Andrew Reis

D. Mr. Shane Hughes

H. Mr. Alex Richmond

ANSWERS: A-Administrative Assistant to the Principal; B-Building Sub; C-Instructional Aide; D-Remediation Aide; E-Nurse; F-Music Teacher; G-English Teacher; H-Social Studies Teacher

